They are expressed in hundredths of the length of the body, which is measured from the tip of the snout to the end of the last vertebra.
The measurements given in the tables were made by means of dividers and a proportional scale. In some cases the}^will be of great value as an aid in discriminating between closely related species. It is believed also that thev will show, in an approximately definite way, some of the variations of certain characters useful in the determination of relationships.
They are expressed in hundredths of the length of the body, which is measured from the tip of the snout to the end of the last vertebra. One of the cotypes (No. t) ,37»), Lelaiid Stanford Jr. I'niversity Collection) has three teeth on one side in the lesser row.
The c()ll(H't()r\s notes do not state whether the species was found in salt oi-fresh water, a question of interest, since the island of Tsushima is said to contain oidy 262 square miles, about one-third of which is cutoff from the larger part l)y a narrow chaimel. Leuc!.<ici(s Jidl-nrnsts is able to live in salt Avater, the authors having found it in tide pools and otfshoi'i^at s(»veral points along the coast of Japan.
Meoimrements of Leuci'icnis Yokohama.
Plates 17.
Perhaps identical with Ri'iuont l>r(ic/ii/j>i<i'<i of the Atlantic.
Comparison of specimens is needed.
Family GOBUD.F:.
CTENOGOBIUS SIMILIS (Gill).
(Plate XXXV.)
{Rhinogobius similis Gill, young.) {Gobius yokohamx Giinther, female.)
Tsushima.
Specimens very large and dark, much larger than those from Tokyo, Nagasaki, or Lake Biwa. The male with the dorsal edged with white, the" first spine produced in a long filament. Mouth larger and lips thicker in the male than in the female. This is the commonest species of goby in the streams and lakes of Japan, abundant everywhere southward in sluggish water among weeds. We have specimens from Tokyo, Lake Biwa, Tsushima, Aomori, lyo in Shikoku, Kurume, Kawatana, and Nagasaki.
We may perhaps recognize Ctenogobim {^Rkmogohius, AcentrogoMus, etc.) as distinct from Gohius^wanting the free or silky rays of the upper side of the pectoral, which are characteristic of the typical species of GoUu^s, none of which are found in Japan. In CtenogoUus, as in Ahoma, the isthmus is very broad, the mouth moderate, the tongue not notched, the head rounded 
